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Abstract
We develop machine translation and speech synthesis systems to complement the efforts of revitalizing Judeo-Spanish, the
exiled language of Sephardic Jews, which survived for centuries, but now faces the threat of extinction in the digital age.
Building on resources created by the Sephardic community of Turkey and elsewhere, we create corpora and tools that would
help preserve this language for future generations. For machine translation, we first develop a Spanish to Judeo-Spanish
rule-based machine translation system, in order to generate large volumes of synthetic parallel data in the relevant language
pairs: Turkish, English and Spanish. Then, we train baseline neural machine translation engines using this synthetic data
and authentic parallel data created from translations by the Sephardic community. For text-to-speech synthesis, we present a
3.5 hour single speaker speech corpus for building a neural speech synthesis engine. Resources, model weights and online
inference engines are shared publicly.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we present our ongoing language
technology-related efforts for preparing Judeo-Spanish
to the digital age. We embark upon creating open
language corpora and tools that would serve for lan-
guage documentation, assisting language learners and
development of advanced applications. We focus on
two main tools, machine translation (MT) and text-to-
speech synthesis (TTS). In our extremely low-resource
setup, we get use of Judeo-Spanish’s proximity to
Spanish by using transfer learning methodologies. For
MT, we build a rule-based machine translation en-
gine that allows us to convert Spanish text to Judeo-
Spanish. Using this system, we create large synthetic
pre-training data from publicly available English, Turk-
ish and Spanish parallel corpora and train neural ma-
chine translation systems. For TTS, we do transfer
learning from pre-trained Spanish and English engines
using a small single-speaker speech corpus. During
the development of these tools, we have packaged vari-
ous types of raw resources into training-ready language
data and models and shared them in our project’s data
portal Ladino Data Hub1. The complete list of output
of this work can be presented as follows:

1. A monolingual news corpus,

2. Authentic and synthetic parallel corpora in En-
glish, Spanish and Turkish paired with Judeo-
Spanish,

3. A Spanish to Judeo-Spanish rule-based machine
translation system,

1http://data.sefarad.com.tr

4. Neural machine translation models between
Judeo-Spanish and English, Spanish and Turkish,

5. A 3.5 hour single speaker speech corpus,

6. Neural network-based speech synthesis model,

7. Web application for MT and TTS2.

2. Background
Judeo-Spanish, also referred to as Ladino or Judezmo
(ISO 639-3 lad), is a descendant of old Castilian Span-
ish from the 15th century (Sefardiweb del CSIC, 2022).
It is the historical and predominant language of the
Sephardic Jews, who were expelled from their homes
by the Spanish Inquisition (1492) and welcomed into
the Ottoman Empire, where they retained the language,
as well as France, Italy, the Netherlands, Morocco and
England, where they shifted to the dominant language.
It has traces of numerous Iberian languages of the 15th
century like Old Aragonese, Astur-Leonese, Old Cata-
lan, Galician-Portuguese and Mozarabic with Castil-
ian Spanish forming its basis vocabulary (Minervini,
2006). After 530 years, Judeo-Spanish still survives as
a language of Ottoman Sephardic Jews in more than
30 countries, with most speakers residing in Israel. Al-
though it has survived and evolved over the centuries,
it is currently classified as a severely endangered lan-
guage by UNESCO (Moseley, 2010).
The digital age has a direct effect on endangered lan-
guages like Judeo-Spanish. There is currently a grow-
ing digital divide between languages with sufficient re-
sources and languages with fewer resources, further

2http://translate.sefarad.com.tr

http://data.sefarad.com.tr
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exacerbating the danger of digital extinction for them
(Kornai, 2013). For the dominant languages the pro-
cess of generating artificial intelligence tools is much
easier due to their large web-presence. However, many
marginalized languages do not have sufficient mate-
rial and human resources to power the creation of such
tools. Lack of state support, public visibility, as well as
societal and institutional oppression are direct causes of
these languages being deprioritized in the digital spaces
of today (∀ et al., 2020).
The Sephardic community of Turkey has been active
in promoting their language heritage in many ways.
These include: publishing the only newspaper in the
world entirely in Judeo-Spanish El Amaneser, giv-
ing language lessons, writing and performing plays
in Judeo-Spanish, creating language learning content,
collecting speech corpora and publishing dictionaries,
music albums and books.
The aim of this work is to build data-centric technology
for Judeo-Spanish for it to gain digital ground. Besides
building new and compiling already existing corpora
for this purpose, we create first machine translation and
text-to-speech synthesis systems for the language. Ma-
chine translation makes it possible for the language to
be interpretable by non-speakers and is also proposed
as a way of language documentation (Bird and Chi-
ang, 2012). It is now also considered as an attractive
tool for many language learners in addition to dictio-
naries and thesauri (Clifford et al., 2013). Even though
it is difficult to obtain high performance in low resource
settings, it has been used to strike interest in language
and collect translations and corrections from the com-
munity. The second language tool we focus on, text-
to-speech synthesis (TTS), makes it possible building
of tools like virtual assistants and screen readers. In
the context of language learning, one can learn how a
certain word or sentence is pronounced in a language
without the help of an instructor or a speaker.

3. Judeo-Spanish Resources
We explain our various data compilation efforts in this
section. All data presented are published with CC BY-
SA 4.0 license3 on Ladino Data Hub. We also provide
the scripts we have used in developing these resources
with GPL-licenses for facilitating expansion and repro-
ducibility4.

3.1. Monolingual text corpus
Text corpora have been used both in language tech-
nology and in linguistic research. They are an essen-
tial part of creating statistical language models that are
used in applications such as optical character recogni-
tion, handwriting recognition, machine translation and
spelling correction.

3http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-sa/4.0/

4http://github.com/CollectivaT-dev/
judeo-espanyol-resources

For this task, we automatically scraped the articles pub-
lished in the weekly online newspaper Şalom5. As of
now, we have collected 397 articles totaling to 176, 843
words.

3.2. Parallel corpus
The type of data that is needed to build a MT system
is parallel data, which consists of a collection of sen-
tences in a language together with their translations.
We have only detected two publicly available corpora
of Judeo-Spanish in the commonly used OPUS por-
tal6: Wikimedia corpus consisting of 18 sentences and
Tatoeba corpus of 872 sentences.
In order to expand on this set, we gathered transla-
tions made by the Sephardic Center of Istanbul. These
covered topics like news articles, online shop strings,
recipes and cultural event announcements. We auto-
matically segmented the text into sentences getting use
of punctuation and then manually verified alignments.
We also digitized the language learning material Fraza
del dia7, where daily a Judeo-Spanish phrase is pre-
sented with their translations in another language. The
sizes of parallel corpora created for each language pair
is listed in Table 1.

Language pair
(Judeo-Spanish and) #Sentences Total #tokens

English 3333 41,508
Spanish 977 12,712
Turkish 845 15,781

Table 1: Parallel data compiled from Tatoeba and trans-
lations by Sephardic community.

3.3. Spanish Judeo-Spanish Dictionary
We developed a digital Spanish–Judeo-Spanish dictio-
nary from the sources listed in Table 2. To process the
dictionaries shown in Table 2 which were in PDF for-
mat, we used the Python programming language, where
we aligned the Spanish word with Judeo-Spanish word
and eliminated irrelevant information like example sen-
tences. Once the dictionaries were processed, the data
were stored in a plain text file under the following
structure: ⟨word-spanish,word-judeospanish⟩.

3.4. Single-speaker speech corpus
We built a single-speaker speech corpus of 3 hours
and 24 minutes to be used in the creation of Judeo-
Spanish TTS system. We had our native Judeo-Spanish
speaking author read 30 articles from the weekly news-
paper El Amaneser. The articles are about different
topics, ranging from historical issues, current affairs,
cultural events and politics. The recordings had an

5http://www.salom.com.tr
6http://opus.nlpl.eu/
7http://sefarad.com.tr/

judeo-espanyolladino/frazadeldia/

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
http://github.com/CollectivaT-dev/judeo-espanyol-resources
http://github.com/CollectivaT-dev/judeo-espanyol-resources
http://www.salom.com.tr
http://opus.nlpl.eu/
http://sefarad.com.tr/judeo-espanyolladino/frazadeldia/
http://sefarad.com.tr/judeo-espanyolladino/frazadeldia/
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Dictionary # Entries
Diksionaryo de Ladino
a Espanyol
(Güler and Tinoco, 2003)

2523

Diksionario de
Djudeo-Espanyol a
Castellano
(Orgun and Tinoco, 2009)

4215

Table 2: Dictionaries used for the construction of the
digital dictionary.

average length of 6 minutes. To obtain TTS train-
ing data material, we had to divide the audios into
smaller segments. For this task, we developed an auto-
matic aligner8 based on Coqui Speech-to-text (Coqui,
2022). The pre-trained Spanish model performed well
enough to optimize the process. Nevertheless, to en-
sure completely matching audio and transcription pairs,
we manually verified each pair and performed correc-
tions where needed. The resulting corpus consists of
1987 16-bit, single-channel WAV audio files sampled
at 16kHz with their transcriptions.

4. Machine Translation
In this section, we present our experiments for Judeo-
Spanish machine translation. To account for the lack
of data, we first build a rule-based Spanish to Judeo-
Spanish translator and then use that to obtain the data
needed to train neural baseline models.

4.1. Rule-Based machine translation
In the following, we describe the procedure of our
rule-based machine translation system from Spanish to
Judeo-Spanish based on the dictionaries available in
Table 2. The Python-based scripts and documentation
are provided with GNU General Public License in our
Github repository9.
The first step in the translation process is to tokenize
the input Spanish phrase, for which we use the Python
library Stanza10 (Qi et al., 2020). This library, in addi-
tion to tokenizing the phrase, obtains the part-of-speech
(POS) and lemmas of each token. As a second step,
each token is looked up in the Spanish–Judeo-Spanish
dictionary. If the token is found in the dictionary, its
corresponding Judeo-Spanish token is obtained, oth-
erwise, the dictionary is searched for its lemmatized
form of the token. If the lemmatized token is found

8https://github.com/CollectivaT-dev/
Judeo-Spanish_STT

9https://github.com/CollectivaT-dev/
Espanyol-Ladino-Translation

10Stanza is a collection of tools for the linguistic analy-
sis (Tokenization, Part-of-Speech, Lemmatization, etc.) of
many human languages, including Spanish. https://
stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/

in the dictionary, the corresponding Judeo-Spanish to-
ken is obtained and is conjugated according to its POS.
Our method transforms a Spanish token to a conjugated
Judeo-Spanish form using an algorithm based on con-
jugation rules specified in (Perahya, 2012). We also
convert the verb form Present Perfect (e.g. spa.“he
cocinado”) to past indefinite (e.g. spa.“cociné” lad.
“gizi”) as the former form is not common in Judeo-
Spanish. In case the lemmatized token is not found
in the dictionary, it is processed by a Judeo-Spanish
correction method, which follows established ortho-
graphic rules of the language11. Finally, in step three,
phrase forms that do not exist in Judeo-Spanish are cor-
rected into their right form using a phrase correction
dictionary. For example, ”tengo ke” (from spa.“tengo
que” eng.“I have to”) is corrected to “debo de”, or
”ay ke” (from spa.“hay que” eng.“one must”) is cor-
rected to “Kale”. Some example translations are listed
in Table 3. Automatic evaluation results are presented
in Table 5.

4.2. Data augmentation
We introduce a data augmentation method based on
creating synthetic parallel data using the rule-based MT
system presented in Section 4.1. We first collect pub-
licly available parallel data in pairs English-Spanish
and Turkish-Spanish from the OPUS collection. Then,
we translate the Spanish portions into Judeo-Spanish
using the rule-based MT. This yields Turkish–Judeo-
Spanish and English–Judeo-Spanish synthetic parallel
data. Finally, the Spanish portions of two sets are then
merged to create Spanish–Judeo-Spanish synthetic par-
allel data. The statistics and sources for synthetic data
augmentation are listed in Table 4.

4.3. Neural machine translation
We used the OpenNMT-py toolkit (Klein et al., 2018)
to train the models. The model consists of an eight-
head Transformer “big” (Vaswani et al., 2017a) with
six-layer hidden units of 512 unit size. It uses Rela-
tive Position Representations (Shaw et al., 2018) with
a clipping distance k=16. A token-batch size of 1,024
was selected. Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015)
was selected with 4,000 warm-up steps. Trainings were
performed until no further improvement was recorded
in development set perplexity in the last five valida-
tions.
We used the synthetic parallel data we created as train-
ing data. As for development and test sets, we used
the authentic data mixes presented in Section 3.2. As
English portion was about three times larger than Span-
ish and Turkish, we used a commercial machine trans-
lation engine to translate the extra data available for

11Orthographic structure of Judeo-Spanish
compared to Spanish available in https:
//github.com/CollectivaT-dev/
judeo-espanyol-resources/blob/main/
resources/Gramatica_Ladino.doc

https://github.com/CollectivaT-dev/Judeo-Spanish_STT
https://github.com/CollectivaT-dev/Judeo-Spanish_STT
https://github.com/CollectivaT-dev/Espanyol-Ladino-Translation
https://github.com/CollectivaT-dev/Espanyol-Ladino-Translation
https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/
https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/
https://github.com/CollectivaT-dev/judeo-espanyol-resources/blob/main/resources/Gramatica_Ladino.doc
https://github.com/CollectivaT-dev/judeo-espanyol-resources/blob/main/resources/Gramatica_Ladino.doc
https://github.com/CollectivaT-dev/judeo-espanyol-resources/blob/main/resources/Gramatica_Ladino.doc
https://github.com/CollectivaT-dev/judeo-espanyol-resources/blob/main/resources/Gramatica_Ladino.doc
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Spanish input Judeo-Spanish translation
Me gusta leer. Me plaze meldar.
¿No has leido el libro? No meldates el livro?
Bebo café turco después del almuerzo. Bevo kafe turko despues del komida de midi.
Tengo dos niños; una hija y un hijo. Tengo dos kriaturas; una ija i un ijo.
Tengo que cocinar para mañana. Devo de gizar para amanyana.

Table 3: Example translations obtained with the rule-based machine translation system.

ENG-SPA #sentences
Books 93,470
Europarl 615,626
News-commentary 49,089
OpenSubtitles 4,652,910
SciELO 164,500
TED2013 157,895
WMT-News 14,522
TOTAL ENG-SPA 5,748,012
SPA-TUR
EUBookshop 19,914
GlobalVoices 7,461
OpenSubtitles 4,000,000
TED2020 370,465
Tatoeba 28,829
WikiMatrix 147,352
TOTAL SPA-TUR 4,574,021
TOTAL SPA 10,322,033

Table 4: Publicly available parallel data used for syn-
thetic data creation.

English to Spanish and Turkish and added them to the
mixes. Finally, we reserved 500 sentences from Span-
ish and Turkish and 750 sentences from English mix
as test data and used the rest as validation data during
training. Development, test sets, training configuration
files, subword models and training logs are provided
for reproducibility12. Model weights are made avail-
able in Ladino Data Hub.

ENG SPA TUR
LAD → lang 34.96 47.13 20.14
lang → LAD 26.03 44.85 21.03
Rule-based SPA → LAD - 45.80 -

Table 5: Automatic evaluation results in 6 language di-
rections and also on rule-based system. BLEU scores
were calculated on lowercased output and reference
with SACREBLEU toolkit with Moses tokenizer (Post,
2018).

We report our test set BLEU-scores (Papineni et al.,
2002) for each translation direction in Table 5. As fu-
ture work, we will also perform human evaluations on

12https://github.com/CollectivaT-dev/
judeo-espanyol-resources/tree/main/MT_
devtest_configs

additional data to have a fairer judgment of the transla-
tion qualities.

5. Text-to-Speech
In this section, we present our experiments for the de-
velopment of a Judeo-Spanish speech synthesizer. We
use Glow-TTS model (Kim et al., 2020) for our ex-
periments and the Griffin-Lim algorithm (Griffin and
Lim, 1984) to avoid using vocoder, which we intend
to develop for future research. We trained three Glow-
TTS models with our 3.5 hour dataset. The first model
was trained from scratch; the second and third, by fine-
tuning English and Spanish TTS models. For all exper-
iments, we do not enable the use of phonemes or the
phonemizer as in Paniv (2021). We follow the settings
for the mel-spectrogram of Prenger et al. (2019).
Training Judeo-Spanish from scratch First, we eval-
uate the performance of the model trained only using
our single-speaker dataset. During training, like Kim
et al. (2020) we set the standard deviation to 1. Our
model was trained for 5,000 iterations with a batch
size of 32, using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2014) with the Noam learning rate program (Vaswani
et al., 2017b). This required only 4 days with an 8GB
NVIDIA GPU.
Fine-Tuning from English and Spanish To train
the Glow-TTS model from the pre-trained English
(ljspeech/glow-tts) and Spanish (mai/tacotron2-DDC)
models (Coqui, 2022), we used the same setup as
the Glow-TTS model trained only with Judeo-Spanish
data, but added the use of the phonemes and phone-
mizer corresponding to each language from the pre-
trained models. Each model required only 4 days with
an 8GB NVIDIA GPU.

5.1. Evaluation
Our best model was the one where fine-tuning was
applied to the pre-trained English model, achieving
a much better intelligibility and naturalness than the
other models, reducing even more the “metallic” sound
that appears in some consonants. On the other hand, the
Spanish fine-tuned model did achieve a better natural-
ness for Judeo-Spanish phonemes but did not achieve a
good intelligibility, perhaps due to the amount of train-
ing data. Likewise, the from-scratch model did achieve
an excellent naturalness in the phonemes but a very
poor intelligibility.

https://github.com/CollectivaT-dev/judeo-espanyol-resources/tree/main/MT_devtest_configs
https://github.com/CollectivaT-dev/judeo-espanyol-resources/tree/main/MT_devtest_configs
https://github.com/CollectivaT-dev/judeo-espanyol-resources/tree/main/MT_devtest_configs
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Figure 1: Web application for MT and TTS available in http://translate.sefarad.com.tr

We selected the best performing model (fine-tuned
from English) for human evaluation. We used Mean
opinion score (MOS) of intelligibility and naturalness
with a 5-point scale: 5 for excellent, 4 for good, 3 for
fair, 2 for poor and 1 for bad. An evaluation survey
consisting of ten out-of-corpus samples were published
in a closed Ladino speaker community of Istanbul and
12 native speakers participated. The average scores
among ten samples are listed in Table 6. The configura-
tions of all pre-trained models as well as audio samples
are made available online for reproducibility 13. Model
weights are shared in Ladino Data Hub.

Model Intelligibility Naturalness
Glow-TTS
(f.t. on English) 4.04 3.61

Table 6: Judeo-Spanish text-to-speech system evalua-
tion results for intelligibility and naturalness (MOS)

6. Web Application
Our web application for serving the machine transla-
tion and speech synthesis systems can be seen in Fig-
ure 5. It allows translation between English, Spanish,
Turkish and Ladino and makes it possible to listen to
sythesized Ladino text. For Spanish, we integrated the
rule-based system translating to Ladino and our model
translating to Spanish. For the rest of the translation
directions, we chained open source OPUS-MT transla-
tion models (Tiedemann and Thottingal, 2020) to these
two systems to get translation to and from English and
Turkish.
We also added a participation feature to make Judeo-
Spanish speakers be part of future developments. By
clicking the ”Contribute” button, users can correct the
translations and then submit to our database to be
stored as parallel data for future trainings.

7. Conclusion
In this work, we introduced baseline systems of ma-
chine translation and speech synthesis for Judeo-
Spanish. First, we developed a rule-based machine

13https://github.com/CollectivaT-dev/
Ladino_TTS

translator from Spanish to Judeo-Spanish. This base
translator was used to apply a data augmentation tech-
nique. Second, we developed three bidirectional ma-
chine translation models between Judeo-Spanish and
Spanish, Turkish and English, being the first neural-
based systems for this language. Although some of
our models do not perform optimally, we believe that
this work is the basis for future research regarding
this language, as well as motivating research for ex-
tremely low-resourced languages using data augmenta-
tion strategies. Third, we developed speech synthesis
models for Judeo-Spanish, achieving an acceptable re-
sult by fine-tuning on an English model. Data, model
checkpoints, development and test sets and configu-
ration files are shared openly on project’s data portal
Ladino Data Hub and our Github repository. Finally,
we created a web-application for machine translation
with voice to help language learners, researchers and
linguists who want to study Judeo-Spanish.
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